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T HIS space is abused to an extent only equalled by a public
hoarding. Editorial is pasted on editorial with the clumsy

touch of the billposter, regardless of continuity and fundion.
But whatever this octavo page contains, it should, we believe,
express public opinion.

That it has not, on many occasions, a visitor to the appropriate
shelf of the library may easily discover. It has been, borrowing

from Dryden, "In the space of one short moon
Advert, nothing, and lampoon."

This sheet, this whole paper, is not for hire by impecunious
local emporiums for "breaks" or "blurbs," nor is it serving any
purpose by remaining in virgin purity. It has always been
described as a rostrum or even a pulpit frop} which the Editor
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may voice the opinions of his readers, or goad them by his own.
Long may it remain so !

At the present moment however, Public Opinion does not
justify an editorial, or even a paper. The School is shallow,
contented and swayed by individualists and faineantists. A
blank sheet represents, as nothing else could, the present mentality
of a smug community. Judging by the host of illustrations, incisive
letters and literary bon-bons the Editor received for thIs issue, he
need write no Editorial at all. When he reaches the stage of
writing sonnets to himself, when he carries on his own Corres
pondence Column single-handed, when he is his own reporter of
Concerts and Societies, when he indites Library Lists, Valetes,
Obituaries, when he continually has to collect and correct the
stinking English of the School-them surely he is entitled to
hibernate like the rest of the world around him?

For this is the School maga~ine. It might easily, thanks to
the contributions of Old Shirburnians, be the Old Shirburnian
Maga~ine. It might easily, owing to that high-spirited man
himself, become the Editor's private periodical. But it is for the
School to speak and the Editor to interpret and record faithfully;
his is not the job of hiring "hacks," press-ganging poets and
collecting contributions. It is for his readers to combine in the
business as well, for it is theirs, not his. The School condemn
this maga~ine for dullness Ca rival is even hinted at). They
condemn them,selves, for they get the paper they deserve, and it
is a very mediocre production indeed that they merit.

For this place in which we have spent part of our life, has
been lauded and written of in verse and prose as part of the
essential England. Yet in this so memorable a setting, there lies
to-day an apathy and a dull self-contentment which seems to
mark the age as a whole. Eternity seems to have no significance
and we are doomed anyway, so we throw up the sponge and
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drift with the rollicking rose-plucking crowd or retire into our
shells.

This attitude towards life is centred in two groups here-there
are the rose-fanciers and the oysters-the former in the majority.

Photographs symbolize the age. The majority of the School
live life like the adors of a second'rate film. They are superficial
and purely material. We, who are children, are incapable of the
enthusiasm, surprise or delight of children. We are easily bored.
The most beautiful things are ordinary, and simplicity is not
beautiful. Mass produdion and the cinema have robbed us of
amazement. We do not display ouremotions in public, least of
all in church, because by now we have none and religion has
become another tea party. We live from day to day in a mad
rush of peoples and places, and our adions are all reflexes. The
athlete craves to be doing things and peace and solitude are
frowned on as dangerous. \Ve have lost the value of solitude
and with it art and religion and all permanent things.

Just as typical of this universal lethargy is the introvertive
intelledual. Nothing leads more to disharmony than his
superiority. But those who despise him condemn themselves and
their system for forcing lovers of beauty to become rebels at all.

The remedy seems to lie in a Common Culture which
preserves body and soul in harmony. A lot has been said about
"Culture," and a lot about "mens sana" etc. But culture is
more than isolated bits which attrad the attention and censure
they deserve. And there is more in an old "saw" than smart
new cynicism. "Culture" is rightly the bane of the School to,day;
for it is unplanned, and enforced in chunks (though good in
themselves) without context or preparation. A common culture
is not hateful because it pervades all and becomes natural.

Now we think, speak and act in English. We pray, we write,
we sing, we converse in our native tongue. English, the essence
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of our life, is the basis of our true culture. Yet here there is no group
devoted to English; it takes the position of an option throughout
the School; there are only two forms which, to the best of my
knowledge, are read to at least once a week; the senior English
"sets" (this word alone condemns the system) confine their crabbed
intellectual activities to the transitory politics and economics of to
day; the last Longmuir Pri4e and this year's English Poem were
each competed for by three people.

This is the measure of our civility, of our place as a seat of
learning. This is the measure of our sanity that we struggle
with everyone else's language and our own we fling in the
dirt as workaday. The issues of the Shirburni(m of this period
will testify forever to the stunted lives of the athletes who never
grew up, and the intellectuals who never came down from their
heights; to the educators who forgot English; and to a whole
community that, like Rip Van Winkle, went to sleep for a
hundred years.
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SCHOOL NEWS.

Congratulations to the following on being presented with School
colours :-

1ST XV.

Nov. 20 A. D. B. Bulmer
S. F. St. M.WiIliams
G. R. Bramall

Nov. 27 M. A. R. Collins

Oct. 20 P. S. D. Griffin
J. H. Candler
J. J. S. Green
C. R.W. Henderson

Nov.13 W. J. P. Wylie

2ND XV.

Oct. 2 M. A. R. Collins
S.F.St.M.Williams
P. H. P. Munden
M.L. Watts
P. D. Davidson
M. S. Sanctuary

Nov. 4 G. R. Bramall
A. C. Walker

Nov. 4 I. Henderson
G. H.Vellacott

Nov.20 F.A.Coombe
M. B. Peacock
R. J. Hildesley
W. D. Watkins
P.C.Burt
F. C. Parsons

XXX BLAZERS.

Nov. 22 Chignell Nov. 22 Hewitt
Westlake Ledger

Irvine Hurndall
Kidner

COLTS BADGES.

Nov. 4 Smedley Nov. 8 Bell, E.
White Scott, H.

Nov. 8 Roberts Dry
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BOXING BADGES.

[DECIl:MBER,

Nov. 20 ]. J. S. Green
Nov. 30 G. H. Vellacott

P. M. Leslie-]ones

Nov. 30 W. G. Dix
G.B. Hewitt
P. W. TYiion

by Jean Pougnet on
For full account see

We congratulate Mr. and Mrs. Ranken on the birth of a daughter,
and Mr. Thompson on his engagement to Miss Barbara White, for
which we gratefully received half-holidays.

Somewhat naturally the wedding in the Abbey has been in
prominent focus and a full account by our special representative
appears elsewhere.

The editors apologise for omitting K. D. H. Rowlette from the
last Valete (g, 193+-37; 1st XV, 1936), and for not printing in the
Higher Certificate list, R. H. Whiteway (b).

Confirmation was held on Sunday, November 21st, by the Bishop

of Salisbury.

Congratulations to H. T. Fry (d), on winning an Open Organ
Scholarship of £80 a year at Pembroke College, Cambridge.

A most successful violin recital was given
November 22nd, with Harry Isaacs (piano).

elsewhere.

A small audience attended a concert by Mr. Rhodes Dunlap
(piano) and Mr. P. E. H. Parry-Jones (baritone) at the Music School
on Sunday, December 5th.

FOR THE ATHLETE. A former editor of the Shirburnian took
up rowing at his University. This is a pastime he certainly never
learned here and which, we are glad to report, he quickly abandoned.

FOR THE ASTRONOMER. The present Editor distinctly saw a
meteor at 12 o'clock on the night of Saturday, December 3rd.
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FOR THE FASCIST. With some alarm we read that Lord David
Cecil has compared the modern public school to "the perfect
corporate state••••.Fascism in miniature."

Already we foresee the day when, for Headmaster read Mussolini,
and for School Prefect, Secret Police. The Editor and his paper
will, of course, be rigidly censored, if not suppressed and rubber
truncheoned altogether.

FOR THE ARCHAEOLOGIST. From the Times of November 2nd
"The Minister of Health, Sir Kingsley Wood, yesterday approved
an Order, made by the Urban District Council of Sherborne under
Section 17 of the Town and Country Planning Act, 1932, for the
preservation of three buildings of historic interest under the shadow
of Sherborne Abbey.

They are the St. Thomas aBecket Chapel or Hospital, dating from

the later half of the 15th century; the Almshouses of St. John the
Baptist and St. John the Evangelist, dating from the early 16th
century, though considerably restored; and the Abbot's Lodging,
which forms part of the Cloistral buildings of the Abbey and is now
used as studies by the boys of Sherborne School. The Order also
provides for the preservation of the archway to the Abbey.

In submitting the Order to the Minister, the Council said that all
these buildings were intimately connected with the history of
Sherborne, and that every safeguard should be taken to prevent
their demolition. The effect of the Order is that none of these
buildings can now be demolished without the consent of the counciL"

FOR LAWYERS. An interesting case on Breaking and Entering
with intent etc. From the Western Gazette of November.

THEFTS FROM A STUDY.
AN INTRUDER AT SHERBOHNE SCHOOL.

YOUNG MAN SENT BACK TO BORSTAL.
A young man, who was stated to have walked into School

House, Sherborne School, in the early hours of the morning, to have
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stolen an overcoat, a glove and some cake, and to have been found

reading a book in one of the students' studies, was brought up in
custody at a special Court at Sherborne on Friday afternoon. As
reported in last week's WesteY1t Gazette, the prisoner, Reginald
lames Sutton, had been already charged with breaking and entering
School House, and stealing the coat, glove and cake, of the total
value of £4- 2s., the property of Thomas Norman, a student at the
school.

On the application of Superintendent Cherrett, the charge was
reduced to one of larceny of the articles, andSuttoll electing to be
dealt with summarily pleaded guilty.

Norman, the occupier of study No. 10 at School House, gave
evidence, and said the cake was on a shelf in his study, and it was
found the next day in another study.

P.C. Thomas Ellery repeated his evidence of receiving Sutton into
custody from Wincanton Police, and read a statement in which the
prisoner said he had been at St. Francis' Home, Batcombe, and
owing to the "quietness of the Home," he left and walked to Yeovil.
He went to the pictures and then walked to Sherborne, arriving

there about 9 p.m.

SLEPT IN CAR.

"I saw a car under the Cloisters at Sherborne School," the state
ment continued, "and being very tired I climbed into the back of the
car and slept there until early morning. I later went back to the
school, climbing over a wall. It was still dark, and I went back in
the car for a further sleep. When I awoke just after 7 a.m., I found

the main door of the school open. I went into one of the downstair
studies, the door of which was open, closed the door behind me,
and sat down in a chair." Sutton described how he took an overcoat
which was hanging on the door, went into another room and was
reading a book, when a student came in and found him, and told him
to leave, which he did. He started to walk towards Wincanton, slept
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in a barn at Charlton Horethorne, took a bicycle and started riding
towards Bruton, fell off the bicycle, left it in a hedge, and walked to
Bruton, where he gave himself up at the Police-officer's house.

Superintendent Cherrett told the Magistrates that Sutton was on
licence from Borstal, and as his time there did not expire until
October, 1938, if he were now sentenced to imprisonment he would
return to Borstal.

The magistrates (Mr. A. S. Williams-in the chair-and Mr. H.
Durrant), sentenced prisoner to a month's imprisonment."

The School attended P. \Vitherby, Esq., on "The British
Empire", and Capt. D. K. Wolfe Murray on "Missions to Deep Sea

Fishermen."

The Editor would apologise to the Director of Music for the
negligence of his predecessors in omitting certain musical items
included now under the heading "Social."

The third edition of the "Sherborne Register" is due to come

outon December 20th, and we hope to review it in our next number.
Copies (15/- post free in the U.K.) can be obtained through the
Register Treasurer (Jeston Homfray, MarIands, Sampford Arundel,
Taunton), or from the Abbey Book Shop. The Editor is, of course,
Mr. W. J. Bensly.

From the same source came a very generous endowment of fifty
pounds for the Music School Library, in memory of Lawrence

Greenstreet.

The following have preached up to the time of going to press:
The Rev. Canon W. M. Askwith, Mr. Eperson, The Bishop of
Sherborne, Capt. D. K. Wolfe Murray. The Headmaster of

Winchester, Spencer LeesoD, Esq.
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WE TAKE OFF OUR HATS TO:

[DECEMBER,

The Electric Light Company,

The eminent mathematician (proved before in this column) who
accosted the Headmaster at the staff dance after the wedding,
"adorned as bridesmaid."

The School prefect who thought a Rhodes Scholar was a breed

of poultry.

The School prefect who remarked significantly "If there's any
more trouble here, there will be trouble."

The person who emptied the receptacle outside the School
House dining-hall labelled appropriately "Hanc cigarettanis dona,
Sis,"
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O.S. NEWS.

221

SPORT.

]. M. Hutton (g, 1933-36) has been playing regularly for

Sandhurst, and was on the opposite side to M.].l\1i1ey (a, 1933-36)

in the Sandhurst-Cranwell match.

G. B. Russell (d,1932-36) has been playing for \Voolwich as

stand-off half.

GENERAL.

W. S. ] oseph (a, 1924·28) was called to the Bar by the Honourable

Society of Lincoln's Inn, in the Trinity Term of 1937, and was
admitted an Associate of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in

November of the same year.

Three O.SS. have written books, reviewed elsewhere :
Littleton Powys-liThe Joy of It."
P.]. T. Keenagh-"Mosquito Coast."

Rathmell WiIson-"Pre-War. A Journey to my Youth."

B. A. G. Picton (a, 1928·33) graduated from the Police College in

July, passing out second. He represented the College at Rugger
1935-36, 1936-37, Swimming 1936-37, High-]ump 1937 and Squash
Rackets 1936, 1937 (Captain).

BIRTHS.

DEVITT. On November 3rd, 1937, at Longspring Wood,

Sevenoaks, to Stephanie (nee Swan), wife of Peter K. Devitt (a, 1924

-29)-a son.

EASON. On November 3rd, 1937, toMary Graham (nee Jeffcoat),
wife of Edward B. Eason (j, 1919-23), of 5, Stafford Mansions,

S.W. l1-a daughter.
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BERTRAM. On November 5th, 1937, at 5, Logan Place, W.8,

to Elizabeth, wife of Richard Bertram (b, 1923-27), 3rd Hussars

a daughter.

SHELDON. On November 24th, 1937, at Stagsden, Bourne
mouth, to Peggy, wife of Captain L. S. Sheldon (a, 1919-24), The

Queen's Royal Regiment-a daughter.

MARRIAGES.

COOPER-CRESSWELL. On November 1st, 1937, at Forest

Creek Church, near Hatton, Ceylon, Kenneth (a, 1924-28), oldest
son of Mr. Mrs. Alan Cooper, Petersfield, Hampshire, to Dorothea
Kathleen, only daughter of the Rev. and Mrs. F. W. Cresswell,

Stanton Prior Rectory, near Bristol.

REED-HILLS. On November 20th, 1937, at St. Katharine's,

Merstham, Surrey, Robert Gerrard Baynes l\eed, R.A., (g 1922-27),

son of Col. H. R. B. Reed and the late Mrs. Reed, to Evelyn Jean,
younger daughter of the late Arthur Hyde Hills and Mrs. Hills,

Little Shaw, Merstham.

DEATHS.

We regret to announce the following deaths :-

HARRY ST. BARBE GOLDSMITH, (Town 1857-65), who died Oll

November 22nd, was so badly damaged at the mixture of Rugby

and Association Football played in his time that he had to leave
School, and was on crutches for two years. Yet he lived to be 88,

and a year ago was as upright and active as a man half his age, and
still a very expert fisherman. His memory was excellent and quite
recently he gave considerable help in the compilation of the new

edition of the School Register.

THE REV. E. A. LEY, (a, 1872-5), Vicar of Manningtree 1899

1930, died in November,
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SYDNEY JOHN STEPHENs.-The following is typical of many
letters of appreciation of his character.

"His Highness the Maharaja Sahib Bahadur announces with
deep regret the death from enteric fever of Mr. Sydney John

Stephens, Assistant Engineer, Jodhpur Railway, which occurred on
September 25th, 1937.

Mr. Stephens was educated at Sherborne School, and :'I!agdalene
College, Cambridge, and joined the J odhpur Railway in July 1935.
Mr. Stephens was a young officer of distinct promise, who already
in his short service, had earned the liking and respect of all who
knew him and worked with him.

His Highness deplores this loss and offers his heartfelt sympathy

to Mr. Stephens' parents and relatives."
(by order),

D. i\1. FIELD.

Chief I\Iinister, Goverment of ]odhpur.
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CULTURAL.

[DECEMBER,

Mr. Rathmell Wilson's new book, Pre-War. A ]oltYltey to my

Youth, contains a chapter entitled "Sherborne School-days, 1897
1902."

Review of 11Josquito Coast by Peter Keenagh (Chatto, 12s. 6d.).
From The Times of Friday, December 3rd, 1937:-

"TRAVELS IN HONDURAS

MOSQUITO COAST: AN ACCOUNT OF A JOURNEY THROUGH THE JUNGLES

OF HONDURAS. BY PETER KEENAGII (h, 1930-4).

Since 1882, when the Honduran Government sent an abortive
expedition up the Patuca River, the Province of La Mosquitia has
remained unexplored. With no other object but the excitement of
travelling in an unknown land, Mr. Peter Keenagh and Mr. Nigel
MacDermott made a trip to the headwaters of the Patuca River, on
to the foothills of the Colon Range, rejoining the coast by the
Guaranta River. Mr. Keenagh wrote an account of the expedition
in a series of articles which appeared in the Times in December, 1936,
and January, 1937; his book contains the whole story. Although
he disclaims any scientific significance for the book, nevertheless it
contains much fresh information concerning the little-known tribes
who live in the vicinity of the Patuca, notably the Vicentinos of the
Colon foothills, who have had no contact with civilization and, unlike
the tribes nearer the coast, have remained uncontaminated by any
admixture of negro blood.

Mr. Keenagh suggests that, beyond proving that all the existing
maps were wrong, the expedition achieved nothing of geographical
importance. Here he is less than fair to himself and his comp~nion.

Any traveller who is the first to pass through unknown territory and
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to leave a record of his journey is entitled to the recognition of geo
graphers; and Mr. Keenagh's description of the tribes he encountered
and the country he saw, cursory though it is, will be invaluable to
those who follow him."

THE HAPPY LIFE

The Joy of It. By Littleton C. Powys. (Chapman & Hall, 15s.).

"Best trust the happy moments; what they gave
.Makes man less fearful of the certain grave,
And gives his work compassion, and new eyes:
The days that make us happy make us wise. . . "

These heartening lines of the present Laureate might well have
been written after reading l\Ir. Littleton Powys's autobiography,
for they fit the book like a glove. "I always wanted to be happy,"
he says; "and to have my surroundings happy. I tried to make
them so." How abundantly he has succeeded, every chapter in this
glowing and high-hearted book bears witness. The old legend of the
sundial, "Horas non numero nisi serenas," is the motto of its remem
brance. If his life has had difficulties and disappointments; if friends
have proved false, and bright dreams gone to dust, he prefers to sweep
all such memories aside. Now and again a revealing phrase slips out
which reminds us that he is a shrewd judge of character, seldom
mistaken in his estimate; but of men, as of places, his pictures are
always filled with sunlight. He recalls the bright hours only; and
leaves the darkness to take care of itself.

:Mr. Powys confesses to several impulses which moved him to tell'
this gracious story of a gracious life. He wanted to do justice to his
home and parentage, whose outlines have been blunderingly blurred
by the·ill·informed scribblings 'of the Press. He wanted to give a
clear impression of the elusive temperaments of his brilliant brothers,
to which their own revelations have not always done impeccable jus-
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tice. Above all, he wanted to show how his attitude to life and its
duties has been mellowed and spiritualised by his daily communion
with Nature, of whom it is the first article of his creed that "the more
one loves her, the easier it becomes to face the problems of life, and to
await the end, which comes to all her children, with resignation and
peace." The result is a harmonious, consistent, inspiring record of a
career at unity with itself from goal to goal; a record of which the
Sherborne that bred him, the Sherborne to which he has been un
flinchingly loyal, may well be proud.

Writing for The Shirburnian and its readers, a reviewer-himself
one of Sherborne's most grateful sons-is naturally tempted to dwell
particularly upon this aspect of the story; and, after all, it contains
the essence of its author's life-work. Sherborne has been richer than
most schools in the honour-roll of those who, returning early to the
shadow of the Abbey Tower, have devoted the rest of their working
days to the service of their old school. Among these, the name of
Littleton Powys is never likely to be forgotten. An Old Shirburnian
of many honours, in the classroom and on the field, he had followed
up his Cambridge career by nearly ten years' assistant mastership
at Bruton and Llandovery successively. Then in 1905 his earliest
"Chief," W. H. Blake,' offered him the Headmastership of the
Sherborne "Prep," and for eighteen and a half years he so filled that
post that his influence and example are remembered with gratitude
wherever his old pupils have made their homes. The secret of that
influence was always its simple, understanding humanity. If Nature
has ~en his goddess, it was the Nature that teaches benignancy as
the surest talisman of command.

The chapter dealing with Sherborne history, from the days of
Dr. Lyon to those of the pr~nt headmaster, is packed with first
hand material inaccessible elsewhere. In my own Sherborne days
the school doctor, Edward Turner, him;;elf one of Dr. Lyon's pupils,
used to tell lurid tales of that stern dictator; but the reader will find
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a kindlier portrait in Mr. Powys's glimpses of his grandfather's time.
It is pleasant also to find wise, though discriminating, justice done to
the headmastership of Canon Young, through whom Sherborne
suffered so much that she is (perhaps not unnaturally) inclined to
forget the other side of the picture, and how many benefits the place
owed to his generosity, his culture, and his taste.

Mr. Powys's own knowledge of the intricate difficulties which
beset a schoolmaster, "gives compassion and new eyes" to all his
reflections of the past, and his dreams for the future. There have
been shelves of literature during the last few years, emanating from
studies of retired public schoolmasters, but not one' of them
Sherborne may confidently claim-presents a higher aim, or, in spite
of its self-effacing modesty, suggests a worthier achievement than
The Joy of It has brought to the well-loved headmaster of the
"Prep."

Finally, something must be said of the author's intimate love of
the countryside, which has always been the ruling passion of his life.
The chapter called "Holidays" ens4rines a progress through the
seasons of the eternal inspiration of field and woodland, always chang
ing, yet always obedient to the inscrutable law which binds the
material world about the feet of God. Nature is the perfect example
of discipline; and in the pursuit of discipline the human heart finds
its only lasting happiness. Let us end our tribute to a noble book in
the author's own words. They are more eloquent than all the com
ments of grateful eulogy.

"When we think of Nature, and all that ~ature means, the stars
in theit: courses, the Sun and its planets, and especially our Earth,
anci the rocks of which it is made, the green things with which it is
clad, the animal life ,which breathes its air, the seas and the rivers
and all that they contain; when we think of Nature ever building and
destroying, ever bringing to life and taking away the life that she has
given; -when we think of the glory of that life, and at the same tinle
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of the cruelty which is everywhere, we feel we are face to face with the
incomprehensible. And yet we yearn to her mighty heart; we know
that, though only an infinitesimal part of her, in our life and death
we are fulfilling her changeless law."

ARTHUR WAUGH.

Review of Housemaster. By Ian Hay. (Hodder, 7/6).

I met the author on a golf course once. He resembled all school
masters who wield the cane first and club second-trying to remember
whether he was hitting a boy or ball and missing whichever it was.
He seemed very qualified to write themost popular present-day play
and book about school-life.

We can pass in quick review the unconsciously funny "St. Wini
fred's or the World of School," the smug Tom Brown and the ever
green Harry Wharton and his boys. What condemns all previous
"school books" is not their respective demerits, but the fact that they
concern St. Winifred's, orRugby, or Crale, or Greystones. This book
at least seems comprehensive and universally recognizable.

The material presumably came· from the author's school, Fettes.
For all that it is just as much Sherborne and the most complete
parade (or indictment, if you have no sense of humour) of school life
yet presented. Is anything truer than this, describing the typical
House-matron: "There are two classes of public-school Matron
known, rather invidiously, as Lady Matrons and Working Matrons.
Both work sixteen hours a day: the only discernible difference in
status between them is that the, working matron usually remains
standing in her employer's presence, while the lady matron does not;
and that the working matron makes her own afternoon tea, while the
lady matron has hers brought to her by a dormitory maid. In either
case the boys, entirely indifferent to· class distinction where the
opposite sex is concerned, refer to her as 'The Hag.''' Everyone
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recognizes the person who says: "As a busily growing animal I am
scatter-brained and entirely lacking in mental application. Having
no desire at present to expend my precious energies upon the pursuit
of knowledge I shall not make the slightest attempt to assist you in
your attempts to impart it. If you can capture my unwilling atten
tion and goad me by stern measures into the requisite activity, I shall
dislike you intensely but I shall respect you. Ifyou fail, I shall regard
you with the contempt you deserve and probably do my best in a
jolly high-spirited way to make your life a hell upon earth. And
what could be fairer than that?" The abode of this creature is
described as "an apartment about eight feet square which smelt
strongly of bat-oil. The bat itself was leaning against a tabI~, with
its end in a saucer of the oil in question. The walls were decorated
with the usual portrait-groups of Fifteens and Elevens. The little
mantelpiece was adorned by a portrait of Travers' mother in a
tarnished silver frame, and three picture-postcards of Miss Ginger
Rogers.' ,

The other side of the picture shows us the man who says: ''I'm
taking you into House prayers presently ... it brightens the boys
up to see an odd face occasionally," and "Oh, bless you, I never take
any notice of the complaints, but it cheers them up to make them."
These creatures, we learn, "always shout at one another after half
tenn. It is a useful alternative to homicide." 'When one's companions
are "the tall young man with the grey suede shoes and puce pullover
. . . a distinguished classical scholar with leanings to the Left," or
"that rather snoopy looking old man," or the individual whom "you
can educate . . . but you've got to overcome his moment of ipertia
first,"{hen suicide seems the only sane way out.

Possibly with such a strain already gripping him, someone tQld
me this was an "impossible book." The reason is, I suppose, that
this story is so true to life that one cannot recognize the very familiar.
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CHAMBER CONCERT

[DECEMBER,

On Monday, November 22nd, at 8 p.m., Jean Pougnet gave a
violin recital, accompanied by Harry Isaacs on the piano. As at the
last voluntary concert there was a big attendance.

From the start Pougnet held the attentioq of the large audience
and more, for linparallelled enthusiasm closed, the recital. Handel's
Sonata in D Major was a good beginning and the beauty of the third
movement Larghetto was a foretaste of what was to come. Two
pieces by Bach followed, the first played with an intensity of feeling
and the second with a technical brilliance which made them the
most satisfying part of the evening. "Air on the G String" nearly
became sentimental, but it affected an enthralled audience more
deeply. The difficult Prelude from Partita in E was lighter in
textUre, but perhaps not so much appreciated, because of its com
plexity. There followed two movements, Andante and Presto, by
Tartini.

Thesecond part of the recital consisted in a Brahms Intermezzo,
No. 6 in E Minor, and a Chopin Impromptu ill f Sharp Major by the
pianist. His technique was perfect, but the Chopin was the more
pleasing. The Intermezzo, played on a piano designed for accom
paniment,was inclined to vary between extremes of great delicacy
and harshness of touch.

Jean Pougnet began his last group with Chopin's Mazurka in
A Minor. The enthusiasm which had been steadily growing led to
his perfect execution of the Schubertian "Bee," being encored.
Kreisler's w~ll·known "Shepherd's Madrigal" and the Unfamiliar
"Chant de Roxane" ll1i:reased our delight and de Falla's Spanish
Dance concluded the concert in it vein reminiscent of Jelly d'Aranyi.

Thunderous applause and three encores follgwed.· They were two
popular' pieces by Kreisler-"Caprice' Viennois" arid "SchOn
Rosmarin" and the Brahms Waltz in A flat. These were received
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with the same enthusiasm that had characterised the whole evening
and one wondered hopefully whether the applause would last out the
night. But man's hands are not soled as his boots, and a recital,
which must be a sermon on the popularity of music and the voluntary
system, came to an end.

SCHOOL LIBRARY
Recent additions:

The Story of Odysseus. W. H. D. Rouse.
The History of Rome. M. Cary.
Greek Civilization and Character. A. j. Toynbee.
Greek Social Life. F. A. Wright.
Greek Ethical Thought. H. D. Oakeley.
Greek Historical Thought. A.]. Toynbee.
Greek Religious Thought. F. M. Cornford.
Meyers Lexikon, 3 vols. and maps.
Farmer's Glory. A. G. Street.
The Gentleman of the Party. A. G. Street.
The Romanticism of St. Francis. Father Cuthbert, O.S.F.e.
Art and Commonsense. S. C. Kaines-Smith.
Marconi-Master of Space. B. L. ]acot and D. M. B. Collier.
The Crucifixion of Liberty. A. Kerensky.
Coal Miner. C. A. W. Tomlinson.
Japan's Feet of Clay. Freda Uttley.
I Know These Dictators. G. Ward Price.
The Way Out. Sir George Paish.
The Bible designed to be read as Literature. Edited by E. S. Bates.
Complete Novels and Plays of "Saki." H. H. Munro.
Humour and Humanity. Stephen Leacock.
Spanish Farm Trilogy. llfottram.
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Dictionary of National Biography, 1922-30.
Everest: The Unfinished Adventure. Ruttledge.

I Tremble to Think. Robert Lynd.
Grey of Falloden. G. 1'.1. Trevelyan.
The Square Peg. John M asefield.
Essays in Musical Analysis. D. F. Tovey (Music School).

Railway Track Topics (G.W.R.)
Plays and Stories by Tchekov.
Study of Flight. ]. D. Haddon.

Modem Plays.
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SOCIAL.

THE WEDDING OF NOVEMBER 20TH

233

The wedding of Lt. John Grace, R.N., and l\fiss Evelyn Wallace
began in the Abbey at 2.45 p.m. on Saturday.

The congregation was stiff with naval officers, one forlorn army
officer, airmen, bluejackets, gentlemen immaculately dressed by Moss
and ladies gowned by Worth. The side aisles were crammed with
well-meaning people trying to see everything and seeing nothing be
yond their neighbour's back. As the first notes of the wedding-march
sounded, the uniforms stood up and glittered, a contingent of School
House Prefects straightened a battery of magenta ties, and at last the
bride and groom progressed down the aisle with a tail of beautiful
bridesmaids streaming in their wake.

The service went smoothly until the best man forgot his gloves
and the Head Master his procedure. Your correspondent then
extricated himself from the knots of garrulous old women surrounding
the group by the door and made all speed over an area labelled "Keep
off the Grass," to the door by Mr. O'Hanlon's classroom. After
negotiating an archway of swords, the bridal couple were drawn in
their car by sailors of H.M.S. Neu:castle up to the reception (nee Big
Schoolroom). Hence friends and relations were gradually propelled.

Words cannot describe the bizarre events of that evening (even if
they could be remembered!) People stood around the long tables,
waiting for each other while they passed the time of day with some
one else. A sea of faces seemed to absorb pate de foie gras like bread,
and champagne like water. In the middle of a roar of people talking
loudly about nothing, the best man was faintly heard by those
immediately under the dais, stammering words of apology, con
gratulation and thanks. The bride wielded her husband's sword at
the cake and scored between the uprights.
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The fun grew faster and the best man was observed tipping the
organist. After that it was exceptionally hard to see anything
happening at all; the writer has only confused memories of members
of the staff "taping" like "two-bottle men" and trying their immacu-

. late (or moth-eaten) top-hats on one another. By this time his hair
had come down over his eyes and obscured all vision, so he stumbled
into the Courts, to find groups slowly and unsteadily progressing
towards the four hundred presents displayed in the Head Master's
drawing-room.

.Mr. and Mrs. Grace left fairly punctually, serenaded by an
inebriated band, some incoherent Old Shirburnians, a few curious
schoolboys and some of the guests. The navy then seemed to take
command of the place (including School House roll-call) and order was
temporarily in abeyance.

Somehow School House pulled itself together and finished the day
by watching the staff trip the light fantastic in the Big Schoolroom
(nee reception). Surprising talent was displayed by the Head Master,
Mr. Barlow and :Mr. Simms. Mr. Holmes indulged in old-fashioned
"galops." Mrs. Elderton was seen dancing with Mr. Watkins and
an Old Shirbumian at the same time, and Mr. Randolph took the
bun for appearing with a bridesmaid's chaplet of flowers above his
golden curls.

And so to bed: unfortunately before the high-light ofa very high
day-the "Paul Jones."

S.J.H.D.

,
BATCOMBE MELANGE, 1937

"WORKERS OF THE WORLD, UNITE!"-MARX.

"SHUCKS."-TRADITIONAL.

Two types of people went to dig-or, as my grandmother put it,
excavate-at Batcombe: honest workers and people like myself.
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As regards these shirkers the less said the better, but we may again
adopt a binary classification into the frank slumberhaunch on the one
hand and the skilful practitioner of ca'canny on the other. King
Church working himself to death with a spirit~level and Streeter
performing Herculean labours with a tape measure, were nothing
short of P.O.U.M. at its most Kropotkin. Turning to the brighter
side we were happy to recognise the Head Master as the precursor (?)
of the English Stakanov movement, while I should very much like
Mr. Gourlay as my jobbing gardener. Our hosts were consideration
itself, and provided that typical Batcombe entertainment-the
"Jolly." With his usual perfect grasp of the utterly inopportune an
Ex Editor retaliated by leading a group of fellow conspirators in the
School House Song. On the whole, Batcombe took it well, although
stout Cortez (yes, I know it was really some one else) would have to
surrender the palm for amazement.

One happy afternoon there appeared Mr. Thompson to comfort
our distress-irresponsibly immaculate in dress and wit, and emerging
after an hour and a half's pleasant conversation as the complete
triumph of cultivated badinage over the practical necessity of getting
on with the job.

With this exception we were all very near to the basic significance
of earth; few of us had, however, imagined that reality could be so
very adhesive. My boots were encrusted with the absolute for some
weeks. It is believed that some progress was made with the bath,
but I'll guarantee that the archaeologists of A.D. 3000 will be puzzled
by that drain. (No colours have been awarded.)

A.J.G.C.

LES POLYGLOTTES

This term the Society, which has had a smaller membership
than of more recent terms, has met on nine Monday evenings in the
president's rooms at Bow House.
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During eight of these meetings the Society has read Bauville's
"Gringoire," Moliere's "L'Avare," Musset's "11 ne faut jurer de
rien," Marivaux's "L'Ecole des Meres," and a modern comedy,
"Knock," by Jules Romains which was appreciated the most: For
the other meeting, at which the Head Master was present, we heard
a paper by H. Sassoon on Wagner. This paper, well constructed and
read, was illustrated by records kindly lent by the President.

DUFFERS

Owing to the injury of M. L. Watts, Mr. Green read his paper on
"Sanctus Vates," on Sunday, November 7th. As an upholder of the
interpretative art of poetry rather than the escapist, he took Words
worth to form the theme of his paper. Though short notice (only
twenty-four hours) caused his paper to be loosely knit and informal,
the reader's enthusiasm and originality more than compensated.
Time, unfortunately, did not allow of any reading from the poet's
\vorks. On Sunday, November 28th, R. J. C. Atkinson eulogised the
Greeks. He said he was indebted to Sir Richard Livingstone. His
audience were indebted to him for an admirably clear and well
arranged tribute, of so broad a scope that the most hardened
modernist could not but feel some interest in their secret of "eternal
youth."

WILDMAN SOCIETY

The third meeting of the Christmas term was held in the Lower
Library at 6.45 p.m. on Saturday, November 20th. The President
was in the chair. The minutes of the second debate of the term were
read and signed.
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In public business the house debated the motion "that Public
Schools should be opened to all classes on merit." The President
apologised for the absence of the Hon. Proposer, Mr. Dodgson, and
explained that the debate secretary had taken his place.

The debate secretary, proposing, advocated the opening of public
schools to all classes as the first step towards complete State educa
tion. He wanted a system in which every person would have an
equal opportunity. He denied that the working classes were given a
fair chance at the present time and he condemned capitalism. He
concluded by accusing the opposers of being on the side of Fascism.

The Hon. Opposer, Mr. Agnew, was glad that the house looked
happy during the Hon. Proposer's speech. He questioned the
practicability of opening the public schools to all classes. Poor
parents would not be able to pay large school fees and he therefore
wondered where the necessary money would come from. He opposed
the motion because he wanted the standards of culture lifted up and
not brought down.

The third speaker, Mr. Harris, asked the President if he was a snob.
Opening of the public schools would reduce class differences. Either
the opposers were snobs or they did not know what they were talking
about. He hoped that the latter was the case.

The fourth speaker, Mr. Dry, delivered a flowing speech: it was
unfortunate that no one could quite understand what he was talking
about. It was, however, apparent that he expressed horror at the
thought of the old school tie being used to hold up a bricklayer's
trousers.

The debate being thrown open:
Mr. Kunkler liked to think of himself as a racehorse.
Mr. Carey wondered if the lower classes would still be lower classes

after a public school education.
The Hon. Secretary pointed out that positions of authority in this

country were almost entirely filled by men from public sc~oo1~,
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Every one should have the right of ruling the country, if suitably
gifted; it should not be confined to one class.

Mr. Attwood was a snob.
Mr. Simms said that although the "class war" did not exist, there

was a considerable· difference between the views and ideas of the
upper and lower classes. Opening the public schools, if successfully
carried out, might help in reducing these differences.

There spoke also the Hon. Treasurer, and Messrs. Humphry,
Beal, Sheridan, King Church, Eldridge, Wright and others.

The President, summing up, said that impracticability was in
itself no argument. If it was logically right· that the public schools
should be opened to all classes, then every effort should be made
to overcome any difficulties involved.

There voted for the motion-8. Against-IS.
The motion was thus lost by 7 votes.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY

Both those who have already visited Salisbury Cathedral and those
fOfwhom this is a pleasure in store, enjoyed Mr. W. S. Edom's lecture
to the Society. He showed us pictures of the pagan temple of
Stonehenge and the site of the Norman Cathedral within the ramparts
of Old Sarum; the abandonment of this fortress in the twelfth
century led to the growth of the new city of· Salisbury, and the
building of its magnificent Early English Cathedral, crowned in a
later century with its decorated spire. The view from the N.E.
corner of the spacious close is surely one of the most beautiful in
England. .

The custos of Sherborne Abbey, :Mr. J. W. Burt, who may be
said to know and love almost every stone in that building, gave us
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a very interesting lecture, illustrated by some unique slides. He
traced the growth of Sherborne from the time when it was in the
Diocese of Dorchester in Oxfordshire till it became a cathedral city in
the later Saxon era. Of this Saxon cathedral but little remains, and
the main structure of the present building is the Norman cathedral;
erected by Roger of Caen. Subsequently the bishop's see was trans
ferred to Old Sarum and thence to Salisbury, and Sherborne became
an ordinary Benedictine monastery. The monks, however, were not
satisfied with the Norman Abbey and a great scheme of reconstruc
tion in the Perpendicular style begun in the fifteenth century trans
formed the Abbey to its present inspiring design.Mr. Burt initiated
us into the mysteries of mason's marks, and told us many interesting
details about the fabric which the casual visitor would not notice.

On the Sunday afternoon following the lecture, a party of some
thirty boys inspected the precincts and peculiar places of the exterior
of the Abbey for over an hour, and on another Sunday afternoon
a smaller party were shown round the interior by Mr. Burt, to whom
many thanks are due. n.B.E.

GARDENING SOCIETY

A few enthusiasts have helped with the rather uninteresting work
of tidying up the gardens after eight weeks neglect during the summer
holidays. A good crop of potatoes was raised and they have been
consumed and appreciated at the dining tables of Elmdene; in fact,
the demand far exceeded the supply. .

Young plants and bulbs have been bedded out, a rockery btiilt
~d stocked, so that next spring there should be a good splash of
colol,lr, to rival the fine display of dahlias of this past autumn.

A garden provides work all the year round, and the preparation
during the winter months is essential for success in the spring and
sumrner. n.B.E.
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GRAMOPHONE SOCIETY

(DECEl\IBER,

The gramophone has been reconstructed, and now produces
sufficient volume to fill the Gym. or the Big Schoolroom. It is avail
able for use by members in Classroom 26 at all times.

The number of borrowers of records has increased, but owing to
the extremely small subscriptions charged for the privilege of
borrowing expensive records, no new additions can yet be made to
the Library.

Recitals on Sunday afternoons and Saturday evenings have been
few and far between, as the organiser, unlike the King of Barataria,
who was two persons at once, is unable to be in two places at the same
time. D.B.E.

CINEMA SOCIETY

The S.P. Projector was returned to the makers in the summer
term for conversion to Universal standard-i.e. so that it would
project films whose sound track is on.the left or right side of the film.
Another similar machine was sent back to us, and after some corre
spondence inquiring why our o'wn had not been returned, this was
retained as we were assured that it was as good if not better, and
had been thoroughly overhauled.

At the performance of the "Man of Aran" two serious faults were
manifested: a loose intermittent sprocket wheel caused the picture
on the screen to jump, and the sound gradually faded away to a mere
whisper. More letters of protest and the projector was sent to the
makers, and after a long delay necessitating the postponement of ~e
second show, the machine was back again, having passed the makers'
tests and pronounced to be in order.

The short films were shown three weeks late, in the Physics
Laboratory, which is acoustically better for sound J;'cproduction, and
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a successful performance was given, but the sound faded after forty
minutes' running and it was obvious that there was not enough
volume to fill the Big Schoolroom during the showing of a long film.

A further test was made with some instructional films and the
same trouble developed; the matter is once again the subject of frank
and protracted correspondence with S.P. Equipments, Ltd.

The films, with the exception of the test show, were chosen by the
Committee of House representatives. ".Man of Aran" is unique and
a masterpiece of realism, and it was a pity that the natural sounds of
wind and waves did not accompany the storm scenes..

"Water Power" and "Heavy Industries" were the best of the
short films, but three of those used at the test show were even better
at least the audience appeared to appreciate them very much.
"How Talkies Talk" showed the method of sound recording as used
on the films issued by G.B. Ltd. It was very noticeable how much
clearer the spoken commentary was than the music from the re
photographed sound track of the woman's voice on the commercial
35 mm. film. The method of sound reproduction shown was the
same as that employed in our projector: a narrow beam of light
focused on the film strikes a photo-electric cell, thereby producing
minute electrical pulsations, which are amplified and then converted
into sound by the loud speaker. "Aircraft Design" showed how new
models are tested scientifically at the National Physics Laboratory
to ensure safety, as well as to develop better and faster craft. "Ho\v
Plants Feed" showed in accelerated motion the growth of roots and
their methods of abstracting food from the soil, whilst even the non
botanically minded derived pleasure from the beautiful patterns of
crystals formed by plants. Of the film featuring Sir Oliver Lodge
the best that can be said is that it provided a pleasant alternative
to a "Mickie Mouse" film wherewith to conclude a programme. How
ever wise his words, it was impossible to listen seriously when every
final "s" was reproduced as if he had a penny whistle in his mouth.
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Next term we hope the projector will be able to produce two long
films, "The Good Companions" and possibly "The Passing of the
Third Floor Back."

D.B.E.

THE MUSICAL SOCIETY

Owing to some technical hitch it was not reported in the .March
issue that th~ Muskal Society sang Brahms' "Requiem" at their
Christmas concert.

The same fault in the Editorial machinery led to no account of
the Inter-House Singing Competition being printed. This was ably
adjudicated by Dr. Lang of Christ's Hospital and is all the more
remarkable owing to the fact that Lyon House won the cup for the
Madrigal for the first time in twenty-three years; a worthy per
formance.

The list is appended.

MADRIGAL UNISON SONG

1. Lyon House 45 Lyon House . 47
2. Harper House 41 Abbeylands 46
3. School House "A" 36 Harper House 44
4. Abbey House 35 Abbey House 41
5. \Vestcott House 31 School House"A" 40
6. School House "B" 28 Westcott House 39
7. The Green 16 School House "B" 38
8. Abbeylands (no entry) The Green 30
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"EXPERGISCERE"

(CHRISTIANS, AWAKE)

Quisque lucem salutato
Christianus, gaudens nato

Salvatore gentium:
sit mysterium amoris,
decantatum caeti choris,

laus expergiscentium ;
est ~x illis pritrlo tractum,
Verbum camem esse factum

Virginis et filium.

Ex eisdem tunc pastores
excubantes certiores

clare fecit nuntius :
"Praesto novum, praesto bonum,
quo non vobis ferrem donum

aut terrenis dulcius,
hodierno die natus
est salvator cunctis datus

Jesus Christus Dominus."
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Protinus iterat
chorus caelestium

quod amor proferat
reis remedium:

caelum et undique
reddit, "AlIeluia

pax viris,unice
Deo sit gloria."

Pastores illuminati
sedem eius mundo dati

promptis quaerunt animis :
hie in facno reclinatum
spectant coram Ioseph natum,

prolem Sanctae Virginis :
mirum redeunt vulgantes,
testes primos se probantes

adhuc novi nominis.

Tecum, 0 Maria, rei
meditemur ut nos Dei

liberarit gratia:
fac et nos, permentem piam,
a praescpi sequi viam

crucis ad crudelia,
cruce hac nos praemunire,
qua fruamur pervenire

Paradisi gloria.
English Hy11t1tal, 21.

[DECEMBER,

H.F.H.

SONNET TO HALF-MOON STREET

Some stranger called you so, walking the ~ht,
Blown as the bUrnished leaves acrOS$ the road,
Scorning the welco~e of the shuttered light,
None knowing bim, nor where"he musing strode.
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Some fancy's creature flits the tiny street,
And rouses echoes in the sleeping walls,
Some phantom dance, catching his shoddy feet
As in the lantern's path his shadow falls.
He stopped; as fades the clutter of the leaves,
His gypsy madness surges up and dies;
Before the half-moon, slung between two eaves,
He, with those sacrificed of autumn, glorifies.

The waves of night received him as he came
Yet have his lips left tribute to her name.

OCCASIONAL PIECES

I.

I loved the world too dearly till this hour
Of ghosts.
The fleeting glory of remembered thing~

Is as the morning beauty of the flower
That boasts
Its radiance doth exceed a king's.

ANTON.

II.

When I was a child, a million years ago
Itseems,
I was the only one to know
The dreams
That grew within my garden-tree.
Now I am a man, the slow
Dark schemes
Of fate throw me against the foe
Of time-
r cannot dreamv,ithin a factory.

ANTON.
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~-'

AN EXP~RIMENT IN PROSE ~HYTHMS

Music, the sun, and laughing waves ~at jest
With men, and sand; would I in~ might find
A sensuous hannony to soothe my mjnd
And banish all desire. Fever poss~d
My spirit strives against the encircllilg walls
Of space and time with which the earth conspires.

So all my thought is bound, until the fires
Of strivi~g cease and darkness falls.

Petals of enchanted grace fell in cadences t!!at lingered in eternal
contemplation of his sad,ness; as the sun car~d the flowers broken
at his feet, silver cadences were falling,petais ~f enchanted wisdom
held an inst~t by the sorrow in his face.

When in a slow ellipse the sun appe3{~

And dawn was whispering through the sleepy mist
We danced aside the tears qf God'that flamed
To glance obliquely from the starlit gfass.
The lilting tune which came from~ has passed,
He kissed me once and now I am forlorn.

DAMARIS.

This recently discovered fragmE:nt is held by many· tofiir~ part of a lost dialogue
of piato. which the socialists. called the" Ca\lisho~Republic."

"Of what nature, then," said Glaucon, "is the constitution of this
State?" ..

~-

"That," replied Socrates, "I am at a lo~~,; exactly to discover,
But at all events it does not seem to me to be founded upon Reason.
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For it would appear that they are divided into three classes; the
philosophers, the athletes, and the simple citizens. Now of these the
athletes are held in great honour; but the philosophers and simple
citizens escape notice. Now it is in this that they appear to me to
miss the mark of Reason. For the athletes are wont to distinguish
the superiority of their class by pecUliar modes of apparel; while the
rest must content themselves With inferior garments. Does it not
therefore seem strang~ to you, 0 Glaucon, that notwithstanding the
censure passed by their:most revered physicians upon certain of these
garments, the rulers of this State should forbid the use of such gar
ments to the philosophers and citizens, while the athletes are still
permitted thus to array themselves?"

crycs, indeed," said Glaucon, "fof the athletes, being strong in
body, have least need of such garments:'

"Exactly," continJ&l Socrates. "It would appear then, that these
garments are merely signs of honour. But do you not think it stIange,
Glaucon, that these should cost so many drachmae; for honour surely
should be bestowed upon those who deserve it, and not bought."

"Very true," said Glaucon. "And it has occurred to me also
that the philosophers :ilave an equal right to display signs of the
honour in which they are field."

"No," said Socrat~J: "you have escaped your own notice, reason
ing not according to the right principles. For it seems to me that in
reality the athletes are'a lesser class; and that being excessively vain
like the peacock, they are compelled to conceal the emptiness of their
life by much fine display; whereas the philosophers, being guided by
reason, like the owl, have no desire for bright plumage, and live in
obscurity." -

"Yes," said Glaucon, "you are right. It seems indeed that the
fault is with the Rulers: Indeed, were I such an one... :'

(liere tkefragment breaks off.)
~····r
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COSMOS

(DECRMBB:R,

I met him in a pub. He was a quiet sort of a fellow, with his
mouth tight-shut, and big dreamy eyes, and now and again he used
to smile to himself; but he never paid a moment's heed to the crowd
by the bar: he might have been a thousand miles away.

He gave a start when I sat down. Presently we fell to talk of
this and that, and the awful state things were in.

"Yes," he said, "it's awfully depressing, but I've got a remedy
for it. Astronomy."

I was a bit surprised; he didn't look a scientific sort of fellow.

"Have you ever thought about the universe?" he went on; "you
know, stars, and space and things." He pointed up through the misty
window at the clear winter sky. "That's where I go when I want to
get out of all this mess. I get up there, all alone. It's all blue every
where, deep rich blue for ever and ever, like velvet. And all around,
millions and millions of miles away, there's lots of little round points
of light. That's the stars and things. And when I think that the
world's just one of those. and you can't tell it from the rest, all this
down here doesn't seem to matter any more. It all seems so trivial
and unimportant up there. Kind of quiet like, you know. Not like
here at all." He indicated the noisy room with a movement of his
hand, and then slowly relapsed into the dreamy, half-smiling state
I'd found him in. Presently I got up and went.

I saw him again a few nights later. A policeman was marching
him out of the bar, and there was an ambulance there too. I we a
in and asked the barman what it was all about. "It's that young
fellow what was always smiling to hisself," he said. "Old Arthur
was having a bit of an argument with him, friendly like, an' he gets
all worked up and fetches him one good an' proper over the 'ead with
a bottle of Bass. Silly young fool! Wasn't drunk, neither. Split
Arthur's head, though, all the same."
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"What were they arguing about then?" I said. "Must have been
something big."

"No," he said. "T'was just politics."
j.C.
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FOOTBALL

1ST XV.

SCHOOL V. TONBRIDGE

Played on October 30th.

A very exciting match resulted in a draw, two tries and a penalty
goal each. The first try came right at the start of the game when
Collins cut through and gave to Williams; Wylie and Martin were
up and the latter scored. The kick failed. The School were definitely
on top at the beginning of the game, but after fifteen minutes of fast
play, Tonbridge equalised with a penalty goal. From then on Ton
bridge were getting the ball rather more in the set scrums, but their
backs could not avail themselves of it. Their captain scored from
a line-out just before half-time, making the score 6-3.

There was very heavy rain at the beginning of the second half,
which made things very difficult for the backs. After ten minutes
the School were awarded a penalty. Wylie placed the ball with great
care and in spite of the wetness put it over. With the scores even,
play was faster and harder than ever and another try came for the
School when Collins cut through and passed to Griffin, who ran half
the length of the field and scored to the right of the posts. Wylie
failed with the kick. The School were leading by three points now,
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but five minutes before time the Tonbridge left-wing scored in the
corner to make the scores equal.

The School forwards played really well against a much heavier
pack, and easily held their own in the loose, if outweighted in the
tight. The outsides also showed more cohesion, though slightly
handicapped by a slippery ball.

School.-A. D. B. Bulmer; D. H. Dammers, P. S D. Griffin, D.
Hutchison, S. F. St. M. Williams; M. A. R. Collins, H. P. Williams;
J. A. S. Neave (capt.), J. J. S. Green,E. P. T. Letchworth, C. F. V.
Martin, C. E. W. Henderson, W. J. P. Wylie, J. H. Candler, G. R.
Bramall.

Tonbridge.-P. Corker; T. Beevers, J. G. Shenstone, D. B. Law,
F. J. G. Symes; F. W. P. Taylor, F. A. Greene; K. M. Dibben
(capt.), D. P. Greene, D. L. Bridgewater, A. J. Bower, J. A. Dew,
P. R. Messum, R. E. Mellian-Smith, R. G. Cave.

Referee.-H. J. Bott, Esq.

SCHOOL V. DULWICH

Dulwich won the toss, and the School kicked off towards Sher
borne. Play was fast and lively to begin with and the first score
came through Watts and Griffin. Griffin was tackled after receiving
the ball from Watts, and the latter picked up and dashed over. The
School were soon on the offensive again and Green was doing some
good dribbles, but the passing between the outsides was rather
inaccurate. However, Williams (H. P.) ran round the blind side and
passed to Williams (F.) who scored. Wylie failed with both the
kicks. Soon after this there was a misunderstanding on the School
line and the Dulwich captain went over by the posts. The kick was
not allowed. Dammers and Griffin nearly scored another try, and
then a Dulwich threequarter cut through and scored a try under the
posts. Just before half-time Walker picked up and passed to Griffin,
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who sent Dammers racing away to score a great try. The score at
half-time was-School 12, Dulwich 6.

Dulwich started the second half by scoring a try on their right
wing, which made the score 12-9, but the School soon retaliated.
Griffin cut through and sent Dammers away for another excellent
try, and added the points, making the score 17-9. Ten minutes
before time, the School were penalized in front of the posts, and
Dulwich broaght the score up to 17-12, where it stayed.

Watts was unfortunately injured in the first half, after about
fifteen minutes, and for the rest of the game Williams (F.) was playing
in the centre, and Candler was on the right wing.

School.-A. D. B. Bulmer; D. H. Dammers, P. S. D. Griffin,
D. Hutchison, S. F. St. M. Williams; M. L. Watts, H. P. Williams';
G. R. Bramall, J. J. S. Green, E. P. T. Letchworth, J. A. S. Neave .
(capt.), C. F. V. Martin, J. H. Candler, C. E. W. Henderson, W. J. P.
Wylie.

Dulwich.-T. E. Powell; M. W. Antrobus, T. J. H. Sloan, H. R.
P. Chatten, F. J. Francis; D. V. Knight, E. Smart; E. P. Tawn,
K. W. Browne, J. H. Roberts, H. A. Hora (capt.), R. Makepeace,
A. T. Wheatley, A. C. Shireff, G. D. Robinson.

Referee.-J. Dollar, Esq.

SCHOOL V. DOWNSIDE

The match was played at Downside on November 13th, and
resulted in a win for Downside by two tries (6 points) to one try
(3 points).

The first few minutes the game was' up and down the field,
Downside seeing most of the ball; then a long kick, which failed
to find touch, bounced awkwardly for the School behInd the line,
coming back over their heads, was caught by the Downside fly-half
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follO\ving up, who scored about half-way out. The kick failed (3-0).
From the drop-out the School attacked fiercely, keeping the ball
well inside Downside's half. This thrust was finally rewarded by
Williams (H. P.) scoring, the movement starting with quick hand-to
hand passing among the forwards. Wylie just failed to kick a goal,
the ball going over the post (3-3). Soon after this Hutchison cut
through, drew the full-back and passed to Griffin who went over, but
the whistle went for a forward pass. This was quite the best move~ .
ment of the game.

The School had most of the game in the second half, but slow
heeling gave Downside time to get up and smother any movements.
The forwards made several good rushes carrying the ball well up the
field, Letchworth being especially prominent in these. In the last
ten minutes the School made a final effort to draw ahead, being pulled
up short of the line several times, and a drop of Griffin's just failing.
However, about three minutes from time Downside took the ball
down to the School line, where after two quick heels their centre
cut through to score an unconverted try (6-3). This was almost
immediately followed by the whistle for time.

It was a disappointing game, with very few good movements,
the School failing to push their attacks home.

School.-M. B. Peacock; D. H. Dammers, P. S. D. Griffin, D.
Hutchison, S. F. St. M. Williams; M. L. Watts, H. P. Williams;
G. R. Bramall, J. J. S. Green, E. P. T. Letchworth, J. A. S. Neave
(capt.), C. F. V. Martin, J. H. Candler, C. E. W. Henderson, W. J. P.
Wylie.

Downside.-J. H. Cunningham; A. D. Keay, H. E. Watts, R. G.
Sheridan, D. G. Pickard; A. C. L. Glass, P. E. V. Daw,son; G. F.
Corbett, R. J. Burke, H. H. 1. Stirling, T. S. W. Reeve-Tucker, G. A.
Eckstein, P. A. G. Rawlinson (capt.), M. G. L. Tanfield, L. 1. Robledo.
RQbledo.
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SCHOOL V. MARLBOROUGH

Played at Marlborough on November 20th in fine weather. There
was no wind when Marlborough, who were defending their town,
kicked off.

From the first heel Griffin found an excellent touch in our
opponents' twenty-five, and after the line-out the ball came to Griffin,
who steadied himself to drop a goal. The School continued to press
hard, but unfortunately Watts, who was playing well at fly-half,
had to be carried off after a heavy tackle. The School, however,
attacked all the harder; and Letchworth picked up in the loose, and
having evaded would-be tacklers, dived over half-wa.y out, and Wylie
added the extra points. At the moment the School, though only
with fourteen men, held the advantage, but Marlborough retaliated,
and at half-time only one point separated the teams. First of all
Dick, who ran powerfully throughout the game, broke away to pass
to his wing, who scored. Then after a forward rush, which was half
heartedly stopped, Belbin touched down under the posts, and Dick
converted.

Play was even in the earlier stages of the second half, but when
Marlborough scored again to make the score 13-9, the School woke
up and played really well. The rushes of the forwards were both fast
and fierce, but their heeling was ragged. From a line-out Martin
broke away; this was followed by a scrum on the Marlborough line,
and Candler scored. Wylie made a good attempt at converting from
a wide angle. The score was 13-12, and the School outsides had
several unsuccessful attempts at drops at goal. Just before no-side
Marlborough scored through Dibben, and with Dick converting, the
score was 18-12 in Marlborough's favour.

The Marlborough defence, with Dick always outstanding, was
very sound. But it cannot be denied that the loss of Watts seriously
deranged the School threequarter line. However, the School for-
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wards. especially in the loose. were unstoppable, but they were rather
prone to take the ball instead of profiting from a quick heel.

School.-A. D. B. Bulmer; D. H. Dammers. P. S. D. Griffin,
D.Hutchison. S. F. St. M. Williams; M. L. Watts, H. P. Williams;
G. R. Bramall. J. J. S. Green, E. P. T. Letchworth! J A. S. Neave
(capt.). C. F. V. Martin, J. H. Candler. G. H. Vellacott. W. J. P.
Wylie.

Marlborough.-L. B. Stephen; F. N. S. Osbome. T. L. Dick
(capt.), P. E. D. Cotton, J. C. W. Goldthorpe; T. R. Redfeam. G. C.
Mitchell; J. R. Jacques. P. F. Dibben, D. L. Murison, G. C. Belbin,
J. W. Earp, H. R. M. MarrioU, T. R. Jucques, R. U. HoweII.

SCHOOL V. RICHMOND itA"

Played on the Upper on November 27th.
For the first twenty-five minutes of the first half play was very

even; although the School nearly scored several times, ~e outsides
just failed to have that extra finish which would have sent them over.
Collins, Griffin andoDammers all had good runs, but nothing came of

° °

them.
The first score ~as to the Club, who. after, they had been pressing

for, some tUne. went over after a kick of fIutchison's had been
smothered by a forward: Their kick failed. Hutchison then cut
through, and after a good run betw~en Co1I.4ls, Williams (P.) and
Green the Schooi nearly scor~, but the Club. retaliated and scored
through their left-centre. Half-time: 6-0.

The second haIt was similar to the first half. There was a good
run between Maxtin and .Letchworth to the,o'pponents' twenty-five,
and then Neave dribbled over fiercely to score. Griffin converted to
make the score 6-5. For the last ten minutes the School forwards,
who were heeling well, were on top. but could not cross the Ricbmond
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line. Their loose rushes, with Marlin and Letchworth prominent,
were very fierce, but on every occasion something went astray at the
critical moment. Richmond held out to the end, and so won 6-5.

School.-A. D. B. Bulmer; D. H. Dammers, P. S. D. Griffin,
D. Hutchison, S. F. St. M. Williams; M. A. R. Collins, H. P. Williams;
G. R. Bramall, J. J. S. Green, E. P. T. Letchworth, J. A. S. Neave
(capt.), C. F. V. Martin, P. D. Davidson, G. H. Vellacott, M. S.
Sanctuary.

Richmond "A."-I. S. Hampton; G. A. Keymer, P. R. T. Wright,
J. S. Livingstone-Learmonth (h.), F. H. Bisgood; C. Chettle, A. M. B.
Lenton; C. F. Beckley, C. J. Carey (capt.), A. W. Young, G. L.
Hobbs, K. R. Bradley, J. W. Alington, R. E. Moss, R B. de Glanville.

Referee.-Mr. Holmes.

SCHOOL V. CLIFTON

Played at Clifton on December 4th, and resulted in a win for the
School by one try to nil.

When the School kicked off, there was slight rain falling on to a
pitch already very wet and sticky, which later developed into a very
muddy field. From the first scrum Clifton asserted their superiority
in the set scrums and pressed hard. Once they crossed the School
line, but their wing kicked the ball over the dead-ball line.

The pressure was relieved by Bulmer,· who was kicking and
falliIlg very well. Williams (H.) had an unsuccessful drop at goal,
and then there was a forward rush, followed by a quick heel, from
which the ball went down the line to Dammers, who beat his own man,
several forwards and the full-back to score in the ;left-hand corner.
Clifton nearly equalised with a penalty, and the baCking-up of.their
forwards in attack always looked dangerous, but when half-time
came, the School were pressing hard.

Clifton attacked hard and fiercely from the restart, and·at once
there· was a penalty awarded to them, just outside our twenty-five
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and in front of the posts; their kick slithered past outside the post,
much to the School's relief. For some time the School defended
stoutly. Especially noticeable was the falling of Collins and Bulmer.
At last the School forwards, who were generally beaten in the tight,
gained the ball with regularity from the loose, and Dammers broke
away to be tackled well by their full-back; then Griffin was right
through only to give a forward pass to Dammers. Then Griffin and
Hutchison combined well, Candler was up to receive the pass,. but
no one supported him when only ten yards from their line. The
School attacked strongly for ten minutes, but Clitton fought back
and-narrowly missed with two penalties. The School pushed them
back, and when no-side was blown, it found the two packs still fighting
hard in the middle of the field.

The weather was against clever football between the outsides,
where Sherbome were definitely superior. Instead there was seen
plenty of robust, fierce dribbling by two admirably matched packs.
Clifton were better in the tight arid line-out, but the School won in
the loose scrums and rushes, and their covering and defensive work
was very sound indeed.

School.-A. D. B. Bulmer; D. H. Dammers, P. S. D. Griffin,
D. Hutchison, S. F. St. M. Williams; M. A. R. Collins, H. P.
Williams; G. R. Bramall, J. J. S. Green, E. P. T. Letchworth,J. A. S.
Neave (capt.), C. F. V. Martin, J. H. Candler, C. E. W. Henderson,
G. H. Vellacott.

CliftMt.-J. P. Blake; A. P. R. Pell-Hiley, J. C. P. Beloe, C. E. N.
Hooper, R. B. Joly; R. J. G. Heaver (capt.), W. H. Moreland; G. A.
Glbbs, H. A. Wilton, D. N. Scott, A. B. Smith, W. D. K. Stobie, P.F.
S. Jones. J. M. Cook, R. E. H. Jones.

2~D xv

SCHOOL V. TANK CORPS

Played on October 28th, the School won 21-0.
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The Tank Corps won the toss and decided to play towards Yeovil.
After. some scrappy play by both sides the School settled down and a
clever three-quarter movement only just failed to score. However,
th~ School again attacked and this time were successful, Henderson
scoring. Humphreys converted with a good kick (5-0). The Tank
Corps, with a series of short attacks, got to within a few yards of our
line, but the School defence held out and soon Coombe broke away
and after a good run scored near the comerfiag. Again the Tank
Corps attacked, but again the School broke away and Hildesley,
ba~lrlng up well, scored a try which Cqombe conve~ted (13-0).

In the second half the Tank Corps pressed fora long time but
cotM- never succeed in finishing off their moveme~ts, owing mainly
to tile School's stubborn defence. The School, by some good forward
play, attacked and Walker scored. Coombe conv~rted (18-0). The
Tank Corps renewed their attack, but Sassoon intercepted a pass and,
after a good run, scored. From then to the end, play was fairly even.

The School played together well against a heavier side, and fUliy
de~rved their victory.

$clwol.-Peacock; Coombe, Walker, Henderson, H. Sassoon;
Wa~, Munden (capt.); Burt, Watkins, Humphreys, Hildesley,
Davidson, Sanctuary, Vellacott, Parsons.

SCHOOL V. BRYANSTqN 1ST xv

P1ayed at Bryanston, on November 4th, 1937. The School won
27:-9.

The game began with Bryanston attacking strQ1}gly, but after· a
penalty kick Henderson scored and ·Humphreys converted (5-0).
Again Bryanston attacked, but Mundenmade :'!in opening and
Henderson again sco~ed. Although it was not actually raining the
ball was wet and slippery and caused faulty passing. Soon Hen
derson scored again after a good run, and Humphreys converted.
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Bryanston attackedand scored through a drop goal (13-4), but the
School three-quarters again showed their superiority when Sassoon
scored. Humphreys converted (18-4).

In the second half play was more even and the Bryanston for
wards more than held their own, afthough the School backs were
definitely better. A try by Ainslie re-opened the scoring (21-4), and
this was soon followed by a good run and try by Henderson. Bryan
ston attacked strongly, but Munden broke away and a good three
quarter movement ended in Sassoon scoring. Near the end of the
game Bryanston, fighting strongly, at last succeeded in scoring a goal
(27-9).

School.-Peacock; Ainslie, Leslie-Jones, 1. Henderson, H.
Sassoon; Irvine, P. H. P. Munden; P. D. Davi<1son, M. S. Sanctuary,
G. H. Vellacott, Burt, Humphreys, Hildesley, Watkins, Parsons.

SCHOOL v. 26TH FIELD BRIGADE R.A.

Played on the Lower on November 18th.
The School won the toss and played towards Sherborne. The

first half was slightly in the favour of the School, who scored through
Hildesley after a good run by the three-quarters, and then Henderson
dropped a goal. The Field Brigade retaliated with a try which they
converted. Just before half-time Coombe scored under the posts and
converted it, which made the score 12-5.

At the beginning of the second half the Field Brigade had most
of the game, but failed to score. The School had some excellent
foot rushes. Sassoon then scored two tries in quick succession after
all the three-quarters had handled. A few minutes later he caught
a sliced defensive kick and jinked his way over to score. Then jl,lst
before the final whistle Coombe kicked a penalty, to make the score

26-5.
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School.-Peacock; Coombe, A. C. Walker, 1. Henderson, H.
Sassoon; M. A. R. Collins, P. H. P. Munden; P. D. Davidson, M. S.
Sanctuary, Burt, Hildesley, Watkins, Parsons, Kidner, Cooper.

SCHOOL V. DOWNSIDE

Played on the Lower on November 28th and resulted in a v,rin for
the School by four goals, one penalty goal, and six tries (41 points)
to nil.

Downside kicked off and the School were soon on the attack.
Henderson opened the scoring with a try converted by Coombe. This
was soon followed by tries by Sassoon and Cooper. The School now
pressed consistently except for a few determined rushes by Downside.
Henderson and Coombe went over again to make the score 19-0 at
half-time.

In the second half the School again pressed most of the time, but
the forwards were not getting the ball as they should have done
with superior weight. Henderson opened the scoring again with an
unconverted try. Walker and Watkins followed with tries in the
corner and Coombe scored two brilliant tries between the posts.
The scoring closed with a penalty by Coombe, making the final score
41-0.

School.-M. B. Peacock; H. Sassoon, 1. Henderson, A. C. Walker,
F. A. Coombe; Irvine, P. H. P. Munden (capt.); R. J. Hildersley,
P. C. Burt, F. C. Parsons, W. D. Watkins, Humphreys, Cooper,
Westlake, Kidner.

SRD xv
Played Taunton School away, on November 4th, and won 12-3.
Played King's College, Taunton, away, QU November 11th, and

won 31-11.
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Played Wellington, at Wellington, on November 27th, and won
27-3.

COLTS

Played Downside away, on October 28th, and won 20-3.
Played Weymouth at home, on November 4th, and won 16-3.
Played Canford at home, on November 11th, and won 12-4.

COLTS' RETROSPECT

Although the results were good enough, the team this year was
probably below average in all-round strength. The forwards were
good, and well led by Miller; they always managed to secure plenty
of the ball for the backs. Their footwork and tackling was sound,
but they rarely developed much "fire." A weakness sometimes
noticeable against packs of equal strength was a tendency to be slow
in pouncing on a loose ball and doing something quickly with it; but
to them must go most of the credit for the victories.

The halves were efficient, particularly \Vatson, who managed to
score a great many tries without forgetting his main job of getting the
backs moving. Courtenay's hands were always excellent, and his
kicking powerful and well-directed, but he must learn to time his
passes better, and avoid the temptation to run into the ruck with
head down. His covering tackles were often invaluable.

The three-quarters lacked pace. Individually they often did good
things, and showed that they had a good idea of football. They often
backed each other up well in attack, particularly against Bryanston ;
but they were too often poor at finishing off a good movement, and
this cost them several tries in the Weymouth and Canford matches.

Williams was the soundest and the most dangerous, and Smedley
improved very much in the centre, one or two of his bursts through
being very well timed. The two wings could not make much of their
chances, but their defence, especially that of Winnicott, was very

good.
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Deshon at full-back fielded and kicked well, but he is still slow at
anticipation, and rather lacking in enterprise.

Many changes were made in the different matches, which no doubt
had an unsettling effect on the work of the side as a team, but the gain
in experience by a greater number may prove beneficial.

Team.-Deshon; Winnicott, Williams (P.); Smedley, Scott (H.);
Courtenay (G.), Watson (H.); White, Ellis (J.), Roberts, Moore,
de Glanville, Bell (E.), Dry, Lilley (R).

H.F.W.H.

JUNIORS
Round 1.

Barlow's 9, Thompson's 3.
Elderton's 8, Hey's 7.

Round Il.
Barlow's 15, Elderton's O.
Parry-Jones' 10, Ross' 5 (after extra time).

Round Ill.
Barlow's 14, Parry-Jones' 3.

Challenge Rounds.
Thompson's 15, Hey's 3.
Thompson's 3, Elderton's O.
Thompson's 5 , Parry-Jones' O.
As we go to press, the Two Cock has not yet been played.

(9-0, 9-2)
(9-2, 9-0)
(9-1,9-2)

SQUASH,

SHERBORNE v. CANFORD.

Played on November 2nd, 1937.
Sherborne. Canford.

L. A. B. Pilkington v. J. C. Mextall
v. G. N. PowelI
.,. W. de Wailer

Results

Won
\\1on
Won
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Sherborne. Canford. Results

J. K. J. lIolman v. G. N. Powell (91,9·5) Won
v. W. de WaIler (9·7,9-5) Won
v. J. C. Mextall (9·0, 9·3) \Von

D.E.Ellis v. W. de Wailer (1-9, 3-9) Lost
v. G. N. Powell (9-0, 9-5) Won
v. J. C. Mextall (7-9, 9·5, Y·2) Won

Final Result :-Sherborne won by 8 matches to 1.

The 1st and 2nd Strings, Pilkington and Holman, both won all

their matches without very great difficulty, and Ellis won two

matches, although he took some time to get into his game.
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[The Editors decline to hold themselves responsible for the opinions of their
correspondents, or for the opinions of tbemselxes.]

To the Editor of The Shirburnian.
Dear Sir,

In your issue of November, 1937, I noticed that a correspondent
had the courage to advocate the introduction of Soccer to Sherborne.

As your correspondent seemed to expect, he had not long to wait
for the commencement of a storm of protest; this forerunner of the
impending storm, emanating from the pen of Mr. Plugugly, whose
record of twenty-four years' (1885-09) service to the School in the
"Rugger" field would appear to be unique, ably expressed the view
of the "diehards."

But I have a certain aspect of the case to present which I feel
might possibly be worthy of consideration.

The staple game of the "other rank" in the Army is, and always
will be, Soccer: where the British troop is, there will be Soccer also,
no matter in what God-forsaken corner of the British Empire the
British soldier may be stationed.

I am not suggesting for a moment that Rugger is not played in
the Army, because many units and formations have very good Rugger
teams, but what I am suggesting is that an officer who has a know
ledge of the troops' staple game, even though he may not be a great
exponent of the game, is definitely considered an asset by his unit.

There are occasions in the Service when Rugger is impossible
and when exercise is, more than ever, of primary importance to the
troops, e.g. a hot weather in India when even a light fall becomes a
matter of consequence, owing to the hardness of the ground.

I fear that Mr. Plugugly, whose signature tune would appear to
be "We're tough, mighty tough, in the West," may not have had the
opportunity of testing conditions in the East, where, I have no doubt,
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his twenty-four years' experience as a member of the 1st XV of one
of the leading Rugger-playing schools would have been welcomed!

However, my point is that Association football is played,
generally, throughout the Army, and Sherborne at present, though
able to provide officers for the Army, is unable to produce anybody
with even the elements of the "troops' game" at their finger-tips.
This to many would appear to be a matter for regret, particularly at
this time when the tendency is for officers of the Services to join in
their men's games and sports.

I frankly admit that my own interest in Soccer is at present limited
to abortive efforts to win vast wealth in various "Pools," but cannot
this lack of interest be traced back to Sherborne, where it is almost
heresy to whisper the word "Soccer"?

I should just like the authorities and Mr. Plugugly and his
adherents to consider my point of view expressed above, before they
turn and rend the "Old Firm."

I am, sir,
Yours faithfully,

SUBALTERN OFFICER.

Sir,
I feel I must congratulate "The Old Firm," for in their proposal

lies the possibility of one of my dreams coining true. I am ready
to support them wholeheartedly, and I sincerely hope that they will
not be discouraged by the remarks of "MacArnold Plugugly," who
seems to be an exceedingly fierce-tempered gentleman (?) with a
limited vocabulary.

I am, yours,

AN ARDENt FAN.
Dea: Sir)

! should like, through your columns, to express my gratitude to
all masters who have helped in coaching and refereeing games this

term. J. A. S. NEAVE.
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Dear Sir,
I am no scarf-wearer. Yet for the benefit ofthose who have not

yet attained athletic distinction, I raise a strong protest against the
banning of all scarves except those which flaunt house or school
colours. What logical reason can there be for such an action? Not
medical, surely. The athlete is the very person who does not need to
wear a scarf. Not traditional. No precedent can be found for such
a decree. Not aesthetic. Surely no one is so enslaved by the Fascist
principle of uniformity, that he is offended by the sight of scarves
which are not all striped in identical patterns?

But perhaps I am interpreting "scarf" in the wrong sense. Per
haps a scarf is no longer merely a means for keeping warm, but a badge
of office, an emblem of achievement. In that case, I suppose, no one
but an athlete may display such an ~mblem, because no one but an
athlete is allowed to show himself off in the public eye. I do not
presume to refuse athletes their limelight. I am told that they enjoy
it. But I do object to the distinction between the athletic sheep and
the less fortunate goats being carried to such extremes.

Your outraged correspondent,
A.D.S.

Sir,
Discussion, at times not without acrimony, has arisen lately on

the subject of Squash and Fives matches against other schools. An
opinion seemed to be held that any form of organised football has a
claim to a boy's participation prior to that of a Fives or Squash match
against another school. It is not for me to presume to criticise this
view, but obviously some formal ruling from the authorities is
desirable.

Rugby football is the principal game of the Michaelmas term,
and no one will deny the priority of any of the four School football
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sides over, for instance, Squash, which as a School game is accorded
little or no mention in "Fifty Years." How far, however, the claims
of football organised on a purely House basis should take precedence
over those of School matches in a different athletic field is at least
debatable. If boys are given leave off such games for quite personal
reasons, surely it is not strictly logical that such leave should not be
granted to enable them to represent the School.

"Fifty Years" seems to give no indication of the official view of
this problem, if indeed one exists; nor have I access to the Minutes
of the Games Committee. This appeal for a definite,final and public
ruling is therefore made, not from any motives of personal interest,
but rather to ensure that the seeds of any future dissension may fall

upon stony ground. Yours faithfully,

R. J. C. ATKINSON.

OU R CONTEMPORARIES.

We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following
magazines and apologize for any accidental omissions:-

The Alleynian
The Brighton College Magazille
The Canfordian
The Carthusiatt
The Cheltonian
The Cholmeleian
The Clavinian
The Clayesmoriatt
The Cliftollialt
The Eastbournian
The Elizabethan
The Eton College Chronicle
The Faraday House ]oumal
The Felstediall
The Georgian

The Haileyburian
The Journal of the H01tourable

Artillery Compatty
The KeUy College Chronicle
The Llandovery School Journal
The Lorett01dan
The Marlburian
The Meteor
The Public Schools'Association

Magazi1le
The Radleian
The Raven
The St. Michael's Chronicle
The Tonbridgian
The Wykehamist
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